Abstract

Objectives: All pain research combined advances the different domains of the biopsychosocial model and its interactions. However, there may be discrepancies between individual countries in their biomedical, psychological or social focus to pain research. As a proxy for this possible discrepancy, we analysed the biopsychosocial orientation of presentations at a recent major international pain conference.

Methods: The primary aim was to investigate whether there are geographical differences across Europe regarding the biopsychosocial orientation of workshop presentations at the 12th EFIC congress. The secondary aim was to investigate whether there were differences between female and male presenters regarding the biopsychosocial focus of their presentations. All available workshop abstracts were blinded and categorised by two independent reviewers as biomedical, psychosocial, biopsychosocial, or not applicable. Psychosocial and biopsychosocial were merged to non-biomedical.

Results: Of the 140 available abstracts, 126 abstracts could be categorised (biomedical: 51%; non-biomedical: 49%). Three clusters of countries emerged: (1) countries with a clear majority (≥80%) of non-biomedical presentations (The Netherlands and Belgium); (2) countries with a balance between biomedical and non-biomedical presentations (United Kingdom, Denmark, Norway, Sweden and Finland); and (3) countries with a clear majority (71–100%) of biomedical presentations (Italy, Germany, Switzerland and France). Overall, women delivered more presentations than men (70 vs. 56 presentations), and delivered proportionally more non-biomedical presentations (57%) whereas men delivered proportionally more biomedical presentations (61%).

Conclusions: Analysis of the 12th EFIC congress revealed geographical and gender differences in biopsychosocial orientation. Whether this reflects established differences in pain research requires further investigation.
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Introduction

The biopsychosocial model of pain provides a framework for the assessment and management of acute and chronic pain [1]. This conceptual model describes pain and disability as a
multidimensional, dynamic integration among biomedical (or biological), psychological, and social (or environmental) factors that reciprocally influence one another [2]. The strength of the biopsychosocial model comes from its multidimensionality. Although the biopsychosocial model is widely accepted as the theoretical basis for multimodal and multidisciplinary treatments for pain [3, 4], the impact of the model on treatment outcomes remains unclear [5]. Breakthroughs in each of the domains of the biopsychosocial model, and in the dynamic interactions between its domains, may result in better treatment outcomes [6]. Although there is debate about the relative importance of the different domains within the model [7], we opine that advances in the biological and non-biological domains (i.e., the psychological and social domains) are both essential.

At international scientific conferences on pain, such as the Congress of the European Pain Federation (EFIC), emerging and established clinical researchers and basic scientists share their latest research on the various facets of pain and its management. One of the tasks of the scientific program committee at major pain conferences is to safeguard a diverse and multidisciplinary program that reflects advances in the biomedical, psychological and social domains of pain. Although the aim to balance contributions in each of these domains is likely achieved at the overarching conference level, we were interested to investigate whether this balance is also present at the level of individual countries. In other words, do presenters from certain member countries of EFIC present substantially more on biomedical advances, whereas presenters from other member countries present considerably more on psychosocial advances.

A geographical analysis provides an understanding of where (i.e., in which countries) recent research advances occur in which domains of the biopsychosocial model. The results of this analysis may also serve as a proxy measure for where biological, psychological and social innovations occur in the management of people in pain. If geographical differences would be identified, reasons may be sought to reveal underlying causes and whether research in certain domains may need to be stimulated in certain areas. Therefore, the primary aim of this study was to investigate whether there are geographical differences between countries regarding their contributions to the different domains of the biopsychosocial model of pain at a major international pain congress, namely the 12th EFIC Congress (2022). The secondary aim was to investigate whether there were differences between female and male presenters regarding the biopsychosocial focus of their presentations.

Methods

To address the aims of this study, we reviewed and categorised the abstracts of all workshop presentations delivered at the 12th EFIC Congress held in Dublin, Ireland, 27–30 April 2022. As this study was a review of published abstracts, ethical approval from the institutional review board was not applicable. EFIC is considered Europe’s most important multi-disciplinary and multi-professional organisation in the field of pain sciences and consists of the 38 European Chapters of the International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) [8]. EFIC aims to advance research, education, clinical management and professional practice related to pain. An important avenue to achieve these aims is via the organisation of a biennial scientific congress on pain, showcasing the latest research and clinical management approaches [9].

Abstract selection

Workshops at the 12th EFIC Congress typically consisted of 3 presentations and 3 separate abstracts. The abstracts provided for each workshop presentation were downloaded from the scientific program provided on the EFIC conference website (May 6, 2022) [10]. As our analyses were focussed on the member countries of EFIC, abstracts from presenters whose primary affiliation was from a non-EFIC member country were removed. Duplicate abstracts were also removed. To blind the abstracts that were retained, the presenter’s name and affiliations were removed from each abstract.

Abstract classification

Two reviewers (MK & AS) independently assigned the blinded abstracts to one of four categories using a previously published biopsychosocial categorisation checklist [11]: The following principles were applied to the research topic of the abstract to classify the abstract as: ‘Predominantly biomedical’: the main focus was on biological disease processes and/or the search for an anatomical/physiological mechanisms to understand or influence pain or disability; ‘Predominantly psychosocial’: the main focus was on psychological and/or social factors to understand and/or influence pain or disability; and ‘Predominantly biopsychosocial’: the main focus included both biomedical and psychosocial approaches to understand and/or influence pain or disability. If the topic of the abstract did not lend itself for classification in the biopsychosocial framework (e.g., policy making, methodology/statistics, or continuing education), the abstract was labelled as ‘Not applicable’. Unresolved disagreements between the two independent raters were discussed with a third reviewer (MC, MR or GSP) in order to reach an agreement. If there was still doubt regarding how the abstract should be classified after consultation with a third reviewer, the video recording of the workshop (if available) was viewed by one of the reviewers (MR). Abstracts in the ‘Not applicable’ category were removed from further analyses. Abstracts pertaining to human and/or animal studies were both considered. The primary affiliation of the presenter determined the allocated origin of the presentation.

The abstracts that originated from non-EFIC member countries that were removed from the analyses were used by the investigator.
team to test the classification system. These abstracts were rated independently, and then discussed in batches of 15 abstracts in several group sessions. For the abstracts included in the study, the percentage agreement between the two reviewers (MK & AS) was calculated.

Analysis

Data were gathered and analysed using Microsoft Excel. The number of abstracts and the gender distribution of the presenters were calculated for each country. The percentage of abstracts per biopsychosocial category was calculated per country. The gender distribution was calculated for each biopsychosocial category. Countries with less than five included abstracts were excluded from further analysis. To visualise possible geographical differences in biopsychosocial focus between countries, a map chart was created (Microsoft Excel, Version 2210 Redmond, Washington, United States). For this map, data were dichotomised into biomedical (i.e., the ‘Predominantly biomedical’ category) and non-biomedical (i.e., the ‘Predominantly psychosocial’ and ‘Predominantly biopsychosocial’ categories).

Results

Abstract selection and classification

The 12th EFIC Congress had 76 topical workshops, with typically 3 presentations per workshop. Of the 231 workshop presentations, 56 did not provide an abstract, resulting in 175 available abstracts which were downloaded from the EFIC conference virtual program. After removal of abstracts originating from non-EFIC member countries (n=30) and duplicate abstracts (n=5), 140 abstracts could be categorised. Agreement between the two independent reviewers before deliberation was 67.1% and reached 85.7% following deliberation. Reasons for disagreement varied across classifications. For the 20 remaining abstracts (14.3%), consultation of a third reviewer resulted in the classification of 10 abstracts. The remaining 10 abstracts required viewing of the video recording of the presentation to achieve categorisation of the presentation. Of the 140 categorised abstracts, 14 were classified as “Not Applicable” and removed from further analysis. A summary of the abstract selection and classification is provided in Figure 1.

Geographical divide

The available abstracts originated from 18 different European countries. The countries that provided the most abstracts were the United Kingdom (n=31), Germany (n=14), Belgium (n=14), Denmark (n=14) and The Netherlands (n=10) (Table 1). Eight countries provided less than five abstracts. Of the 126 abstracts that were classified, 51% were ‘Predominantly biomedical’, 27% ‘Predominantly psychosocial’, and 22% ‘Predominantly biopsychosocial’. When dichotomised into having a biomedical or non-biomedical focus, there was a balance between the proportion of abstracts with a biomedical focus (51%) and a non-biomedical focus (49%) at the overall congress level. However, at country level, clear differences emerged between countries. For some countries, there was a large proportion of abstracts with a biomedical focus (e.g., Italy (100%), Switzerland (86%), Germany (86%) and France (71%)), whereas for other countries the focus was predominantly non-biomedical (e.g., The Netherlands (86%) and Belgium (80%)). Table 1 provides the data for all countries and Figure 2 visualises the overall orientation of the abstracts for each of the 11 European countries that contributed at least five abstracts.

Gender divide

Of the 126 classified abstracts, 70 presentations (i.e., 56%) were delivered by female presenters and 56 presentations (i.e., 44%) by male presenters. Figure 3 illustrates the proportion of female and male presenters across the different biopsychosocial domains. Women presented more non-biomedically focused abstracts (i.e., 57 vs. 43% biomedically focused abstracts), whereas men predominately presented biomedically focused abstracts (i.e., 61 vs. 39% non-biomedically focused abstracts).

Discussions

In this study, we investigated whether there were geographical and/or gender differences in the biopsychosocial focus of the workshop presentations delivered at the 12th EFIC Congress (2022). Although the proportion of biomedical and non-biomedical presentations was balanced at the overall European level, geographical differences were observed between countries. Moreover, the map chart (Figure 2) revealed three geographical clusters: (1) countries with a clear majority of ‘Predominantly non-biomedical presentations’ (The Netherlands and Belgium); (2) countries with a fairly balanced ratio of biomedical and non-biomedical presentations (United Kingdom, Denmark, Norway, Sweden and Finland); and (3) countries with a clear majority of ‘Predominantly biomedical presentations’ (Italy, Germany, Switzerland and France). The geographical analysis also revealed that presenters from only 19 of the 38 EFIC member countries delivered workshop presentations at the 12th EFIC Congress.
EFIC member countries who had delegates with workshop presentations are listed above the double line and are ranked based on the number of available abstracts. Countries above the dashed line met the cut-off of 5 available abstracts and were included in the map chart (Figure 1). Non-European countries with workshop presenters are listed below the double line.
The underlying reasons for this geographical divide are largely unknown. Whether it reflects differences in the current dominant way of thinking regarding pain management requires further research. Interestingly, the four countries with the highest proportion of ‘Predominantly biomedical’ workshop presentations at the 12th EFIC Congress are also the top-4 countries with the strongest pharmaceutical industry in Europe according to the 2021 report of the European Federation of Pharmaceutical Industries and Associations (EFPIA) (1: Switzerland; 2: France; 3: Italy; 4: Germany) [12]. Although remarkable, a direct link between industry funding and biomedical research bias cannot be established from this study as funding sources for projects were typically not mentioned. Another factor could be the presence of well-established research centres with strong research agendas in a specific domain of the biopsychosocial model, with a strong presence at international pain conferences. Further research is also needed to analyse whether this disbalance may be related to differences in national health system settings or funding arrangements [13]. It could also reflect differences in content and level of education of healthcare professionals, both

Figure 2: Geographical differences for the proportion of biomedical and non-biomedical presentations at the 12th EFIC congress. Countries shaded in grey or white delivered less than 5 or no eligible presentations, respectively. AU, Austria; BE, Belgium; DK, Denmark; FIN, Finland; FR, France; GER, Germany; HG, Hungary; ICE, Iceland; IRL, Ireland; IT, Italy; NL, The Netherlands; NOR, Norway; PL, Poland; POR, Portugal; SP, Spain; SWE, Sweden; SWZ, Switzerland; UK, United Kingdom.
medical [14] and non-medical [15–17]. Importantly, the differences identified between countries are not a criticism and hold no judgement. Rather, we believe that scientific developments in both the biomedical and the non-biomedical domains (and their interactions) are both crucial to improve pain management outcomes.

The gender analysis revealed that slightly more workshop presentations were delivered by women than by men (56 vs. 44 %). Pain is more common in women, and sex and gender differences have been identified for the biological and non-biological dimensions of pain [18–20]. Because providing first-hand female perspectives to all aspects of pain research is essential, we commend the EFIC scientific committee for providing this balance. The gender analysis also revealed that female presenters delivered proportionally more non-biomedical presentations (57 %) whereas male presenters delivered proportionally more biomedical presentations (61 %). Further research is required, but these findings may relate to differences in representation of women and men in STEM disciplines (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics). For example, women are overrepresented in Social Sciences, but are still underrepresented in many science disciplines more aligned with biomedical research, such as Biological Sciences, Natural and Physical Sciences, Computer Science and Engineering [21].

As for any study, there are several considerations and limitations to this study. We analysed the workshop presentations, rather than the keynote or poster presentations. The reason for this was that the workshop presentations are the topics that are submitted by the researchers themselves (bottom-up), whereas the keynote speakers are selected by the scientific program committee (top-down). We acknowledge that selection bias may be present as the scientific committee elected the workshops. However, we assume that the most worthwhile workshops were selected, reflecting principal pain research across Europe. More preliminary work is often presented as poster presentations. For these reasons, the workshop presentations were considered best suited to address the aims of the study. The number of workshop presentations that could be analysed was substantial (n=126), but it should be noted that 56 presentations did not provide an abstract. For the geographical analysis, we used an arbitrary cut-off of at least five workshop presentations per country to be included in the map chart. Data analyses would have been less trustworthy when a lower threshold was used and raising the threshold would have excluded more countries from the analyses. As all data are provided in Table 1, readers can easily see the impact of adjusting this threshold. Another limitation of the present study is that only analysing the 12th EFIC Congress only provides a snapshot in time and resembles only a proportion of conducted research in each country. However, strong research groups and research agendas do not develop overnight, so we assume some continuity in the topics as there is also some continuity in presenters across conferences [22].

In conclusion, the findings of this study suggest that there are substantial geographical differences between countries regarding the biopsychosocial focus of workshop presentations at the 12th EFIC Congress. With slightly more female than male presenters, there seems no gender gap, although women present more frequently on non-biomedical topics whereas men present more frequently on biomedical topics. Future research will have to reveal whether this geographical divide is a momentary occurrence or a more entrenched phenomenon, and whether a more balanced biopsychosocial approach to pain research across countries has to be stimulated.
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